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Dabob Bay Sub-Region 
 

Sub-Region Summary 
 

Geographic Location 
 
The Dabob Bay sub-region includes all of Quilcene and Dabob bays, extending from a 
divergence zone at the southwest end of the Toandos Peninsula to the shoreline just north 
of the Dosewallips River delta (Figure 1). 
 
Geology and Shoreline Sediment Drift 
 
The surface geology of the Dabob Bay shoreline is comprised primarily of various 
Pleistocene glacial deposits and post-glacial beach deposits.  Quaternary alluvium occurs 
where streams enter the shoreline, with extensive deposits in upper Quilcene Bay.  Fairly 
large clusters of upper Eocene marine sedimentary rock of the Twin River Formation 
occur in the lower watersheds of north Dabob and Quilcene bays, and lower to middle 
Eocene Crescent Formation basalts are dominant along southwest Quilcene Bay (Yount 
et al. 1993).   
 
Net shoreline sediment drift is dominated by south-to-north drift except where the major 
estuaries occur at Upper Quilcene Bay and Tarboo Bay, which have either “undefined” or 
“no appreciable drift” (Figure 1).  Much of the shoreline is characterized by steep 
unstable bluffs, and many locations are subject to landslides (WDOE, Shorelands and 
Environmental Assistance Program, Slope Stability).  Beaches are supplied with a wide 
range of grain sizes ranging from boulders to gravel and sand deposits from these bluffs.  
Finer substrates are associated with stream deposits in the Upper Quilcene and Tarboo 
Bay habitat complexes. 
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Figure 1.  Dabob Bay sub-region, including habitat complexes and net sediment 
drift (WDOE, from Johannessen 1992).  The Toandos Peninsula is the long narrow 
peninsula along the right side of the map.  Legend items DZ = “divergence zone”, 
NAD = “no appreciable drift”, UN = “unknown”, LtoR = “left-to-right”, and RtoL = 
“right-to-left” (from the perspective of someone in a boat and facing the land). 
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Information Sources (See Appendix A for details) 
 

• 1859, 1871, 1877 GLO survey notes 
• 1883 USCGS T sheets (T 1557a and T 1557b) 
• 1939, 1942, 1957, 2000, and 2003 vertical air photos 
• USGS topographic maps (Seabeck and Quilcene quadrangles) 
• 1977, 1994, 2001 oblique air photos (WDOE on-line series) 

 
The following narrative for this sub-region often refers to specific figures embedded in 
the text that have been imported from the listed information sources.  Sometimes the 
narrative may simply cite one of these sources.  In the latter case, the reader may choose 
to access the cited information source for first hand information. 
 
Description of Sub-region Habitat Complexes 
 
We identified 20 habitat complexes in the Dabob Bay sub-region, six stream-delta 
complexes, and 14 spit/marsh complexes (Figure 1 [above]).  Two habitat complexes, 
Upper Quilcene Bay (Big and Little Quilcene rivers and Donovan Creek), and the Tarboo 
Creek stream-deltas, by far make up the majority of tidal wetland habitat area found in 
the Dabob Bay sub-region.  The remaining complexes are comparatively small in size, 
with only one other, Long Spit, exceeding 10 ha in size (Figure 2).  Summary information 
for individual habitat complexes in the Dabob Bay sub-region can also be found in 
Appendix A, Table 14. 
 

Stream-delta Complexes 
 
The six stream-delta complexes range in size from less than one ha to 249 ha when tidal 
flat, tidal marsh, tidal channel, spit and lagoon habitat features are combined (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2.  Historical scale of habitat complexes in the Dabob Bay sub-region, in 
ascending order.  Blue columns indicate stream-delta complexes.  Scale was 
determined by summing the area of tidal flat, spit, tidal marsh, channel, and lagoon 
habitat features in each complex, based on the 1883 T sheet delineation.  The Upper 
Quilcene Bay (including Big and Little Quilcene estuaries) and Tarboo Creek 
complexes are not shown because their historical size (251 ha and 123 ha, 
respectively) dwarfs most of the other complexes and obscures their scale 
differences. 
 
Of the 6 stream-delta habitat complexes in the sub-region, the 1883 T sheets indicated 
tidal marsh in only 3 complexes – Tarboo Creek, Upper Quilcene Bay, and 
Marple/Jackson Creek.  The Spencer Creek complex currently supports a small amount 
of tidal marsh where it was not shown in the historical T sheet.  Our estimates of the 
cumulative historical changes in surface area of tidal marsh and associated channel 
habitat associated with these 4 stream-delta complexes show a net increase of 44% 
(historically 59 ha and current day 85 ha)(Figure 3).  The majority of this tidal marsh gain 
appears to be the result of delta progradation, best demonstrated in the Upper Quilcene 
Bay habitat complex associated with the Big and Little Quilcene rivers.  Delta 
progradation occurs naturally, particularly in relatively protected shallow embayments 
like Quilcene Bay; however, delta prograding can be accelerated by excessive 
sedimentation localized at the delta, which can result in the re-shaping of a delta fan into 
a narrow tongue-like form.  One issue with progradation is that marsh typically replaces 
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tidal flat, and upland vegetation can displace marsh over time.  A considerable amount of 
the historical tidal marsh in the Upper Quilcene Bay habitat complex has been diked off 
and tidal exchange has been impaired, or former marsh habitat has been converted to 
upland vegetation.  However, these mostly upper and mid-elevation marsh losses have 
been largely offset by gains in tidal marsh associated with the prograding delta cones 
where marsh has been able to develop on rapidly accreting sediment at the stream 
mouths.  A similar pattern is seen in the Tarboo Creek, and much smaller Marple/Jackson 
and Spencer Creek deltas where salt marsh has developed seaward of its historical extent. 
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Figure 3.  Historical changes in the amount of tidal marsh, channel, and lagoon 
habitat associated with stream-delta habitat complexes in the Dabob Bay sub-
region.  Historical changes are based on a GIS comparison between early T sheet 
and current day habitat delineations from air photos.  The Lindsay and Turner 
Creek stream-delta complexes are not shown in this graphic because they evidently 
have never supported measurable tidal marsh or lagoon habitat.  
 
The accelerated progradation (i.e., beyond a natural rate) in the Big Quilcene delta is 
estimated to be the result of substantial increases in sediment production and transport in 
the watershed during the past 50-100 years (Mayte and Springer 1994), coupled with 
channelization activities in lower river reaches and the disconnection of functional 
floodplain habitat (Williams and Associates 1995).  Marple/Jackson Creek has also been 
channelized in its lower reach and mass wasting is 1.6-2.6 times that of the natural rate 
with 90% of this mass wasting related to roads (Mayte and Springer 1994 as cited in 
Correa 2002).  It is important to note that although modest net gains in tidal marsh have 
occurred in four of the six stream-delta complexes that have tidal marshes currently, most 
of this gain has resulted in displacement of upper elevation tidal flat habitat in all cases.   
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The connectivity of riverine and tidal marsh/channel habitat in the Upper Quilcene Bay 
complex has been severely impaired by the long-term presence of river and sea dikes, and 
East Quilcene Road.  Steps to recover some of the historical habitat connectivity are in 
progress, mainly through removal of sea dikes to increase tidal exchange (namely at 
Donovan Creek).  However, these estuarine restoration projects alone will not reduce the 
progradation of the delta cones.  Lower river levee removal and/or setbacks would likely 
facilitate the forming of distributary and other off-channel habitats, allow for improved 
connectivity with adjacent salt marsh/tidal channel habitats, and effectively help re-
distribute riverine-derived sediment in the Big and Little Quilcene estuaries.  Progress 
was made in this direction with the removal in 2005 of what remained of a left bank dike 
near the mouth of the Big Quilcene River.  Sediment sources in the federally-owned 
portions of these watersheds are also being addressed by road stabilization and de-
commissioning (Correa 2002). 
 

Spit/marsh Complexes 
 
Based on the historical mapping, the 14 spit/marsh habitat complexes in the Dabob Bay 
sub-region range in size from less than one to 31 hectares (Figure 2).  Cumulative 
changes to tidal marsh and lagoon habitat associated with spit/marsh habitat complexes in 
the Dabob Bay sub-region show a 13% decrease in this habitat (from 52 ha to 45 ha) 
(Figure 4).  The loss of tidal wetland habitat is primarily the result of filling, mainly for 
residential development and roads.  The tidal wetland habitat (i.e., marsh and lagoon) 
associated with Long Spit historically comprised half of the overall tidal wetland habitat 
area found in these 14 spit/marsh complexes, and today it makes up 61% of tidal wetland 
habitat associated with spit/marsh complexes in the sub-region.  The relative gain in the 
proportion of tidal wetland at Long Spit is the result of primarily habitat losses at other 
spit/marsh complexes.  The Long Spit, Broad Spit, Fisherman’s Point Lagoon, and 
Zelatched Point Lagoon habitat complexes are notable for retaining major habitat features 
and connectivity, while the Indian George Creek complex has been severely impaired. 
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Figure 4.  Historical changes in area of tidal marsh and lagoon habitat associated 
with spit/marsh complexes in the Dabob Bay sub-region based on a comparison of 
1883 T sheet and current day air photo-based delineations. 
 
In examining changes to spit/marsh complexes we emphasize the spatial distribution and 
status of surface water connectivity and freshwater inputs in these complexes.  
Specifically we are interested in how the status of surface water connectivity (typically 
seen in a regular surface water connection between adjacent open waters and a backshore 
lagoon and/or tidal marsh) has potentially changed (or been altered) since historical 
times.  The assumption is that those spit/marsh complexes that show convincing evidence 
in the historical record of such a connection would potentially offer direct benefits to 
juvenile salmonids beyond that provided by spit/marsh complexes that show no such or 
only infrequent surface water connection.  Beyond access itself, these benefits 
specifically include potential refuge from predators, productive foraging habitat, and in 
cases where freshwater inputs to the marsh or lagoon occur, a habitat that would facilitate 
the osmoregulatory transition required in an animal moving from a freshwater to a 
saltwater environment  (Redman et al. 2005).    
 
In the Dabob Bay sub-region, ten of the 14 spit/marsh complexes showed a convincing 
surface water connection with adjacent nearshore waters in the historical record (Figure 
5).  Of these ten, only Tongue Spit no longer appears to provide a surface water 
connection, and this is because the spit itself has been absent in recent decades.  The 
remaining nine tidally-connected habitat complexes all have known freshwater inputs, 
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and some of these appear to contribute substantial sediments to their systems (e.g., Indian 
George Creek, Camp Discovery Creek, Zelatched Point Lagoon). 
   

 
Figure 5.  Spit/marsh habitat complexes of the Dabob Bay sub-region, including the 
historical and current day status of surface water connection with adjacent open 
waters, presence of freshwater inputs, and complex scale. 
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The historical amount of tidal marsh and lagoon habitat associated with spit/marsh 
complexes was about 50 ha compared with about 44 ha today (12% decrease). Though 
fewer complexes and much less habitat is involved, the cumulative marsh and lagoon 
habitat losses are more severe in the four spit/marsh habitat complexes that did not show 
a historical tidal connection (1.83 ha historically compared to just 0.29 ha today)(Figure 
4). 
 
Many of the spit features associated with the 14 spit/marsh habitat complexes have been 
heavily modified in the Dabob Bay sub-region.  Several have been built over for roads 
and/or houses, and at least one spit (i.e., associated with Indian George Creek) shows 
signs of erosion possibly linked to the disruption of up-drift sediment transport processes 
by a marina and intertidal fill located near the base of the spit.  There are, however, 
indications of profound changes in spits that do not seem to be entirely the result of 
human alterations (e.g., fill).  Along the west shore of the Toandos Peninsula, in 
particular, many of these relatively short spits (West Toandos Marsh, Camp Harmony, 
Tongue, Camp Discovery) are capable of considerable natural fluctuations in length 
within relatively short stretches of time (i.e., years to decades).  A spit such as at Camp 
Discovery Creek might grow and erode at a rapid rate repeatedly within a few decades or 
less time, in this case the result of a dynamic interplay between stream flow and sediment 
supply along the shoreline.  It seems that the inherent dynamics of sediment supply, 
derived predominantly from erosive bluffs, within this long drift cell might currently be 
the most important factor in controlling the stability of these spit features.  Episodic 
pulses in sediment supply to the beaches might allow for a spit to quickly develop, but 
the feature is not necessarily stable enough to persist.  However, localized manipulations 
of these shoreline deposition zones such as armoring or filling at the base of the spit, 
construction of bulkheads and groins, and stream hydrology and sediment alterations are 
likely additional factors potentially influencing the character and stability of these spits.   
 
Drift cell function throughout most of the Dabob Bay sub-region seems to be minimally 
impaired in most respects.  There is little overall bulkheading (generally less than 10%) 
and relatively few additional major modifications seem to be currently impacting 
shoreline sediment processes.  Quilcene Bay contains a few notable exceptions with the 
Boat Haven marina and extensive fill and bulkheading associated with the Indian George 
Creek habitat complex, and substantial intertidal fill associated with an old log storage 
operation in the northeast part of Quilcene Bay. 
 
Habitat Changes and Impairment of Ecological Processes 
 
The physical processes most directly affected by human activities in stream-delta and 
spit/marsh complexes are fluvial (i.e., primarily hydrology and sediment deposition), 
wave (i.e., erosion, transport, and deposition of sediment), and tidal.  By definition, 
fluvial processes tend to predominate in stream-delta complexes and wave processes in 
spit/marsh complexes.  Tidal processes can be important in forming and maintaining 
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habitat features in both stream-delta and spit/marsh complexes.  A balance of all three 
major processes (i.e., fluvial, wave, and tidal) is not uncommon, operating within one 
habitat complex (e.g., Tarboo Creek).  The causes for habitat changes are typically the 
result of an alteration in one or more of these physical processes responsible for the 
formation and maintenance of habitat structure and function within a habitat complex.   
 
Habitat changes to the relatively few stream-delta habitat complexes in the sub-region are 
the result of both direct “footprint” and indirect “off-site” impacts affecting fluvial, tidal, 
and/or wave processes.  The Upper Quilcene Bay habitat complex, for example, has had 
substantial portions of its historical tidal marsh and channel habitat diked, drained, or 
altered by roadbeds (i.e., affecting tidal erosion and fluvial sediment deposition).  
However, excessive sedimentation and intensive river revetment and channelization 
activities have played a significant role in the disconnection of former and existing tidal 
marsh habitat (affecting fluvial sedimentation).  The Tarboo Creek habitat complex has 
seen relatively few habitat changes that are the result of direct impacts such as filling or 
dredging.  Instead, the conversion of historical tidal flat habitat to salt marsh is probably 
the result of watershed activities (and fluvial sedimentation) during the past 100-150 
years that have increased sedimentation of the delta and inner Tarboo Bay. 
 
Many of the changes to spit/marsh complexes are the direct result of the conversion of 
tidal wetland (e.g., marsh) to developed upland, typically for residential and/or 
transportation purposes.  Other changes to the spit/marsh complexes might be attributed 
to natural dynamics in sediment supply to the drift cell, particularly along the east shore 
of Dabob Bay.  Human activities, mainly shoreline armoring or overwater structures, 
however, cannot be entirely discounted in some of these spit/marsh complexes, as 
possible agents for changes in spit configuration, destabilization or erosion of these 
features. 
 
Relative Condition of Habitat Complexes 
 
Based on the percentage of historical tidal wetland habitat (i.e., tidal marsh, channel, 
lagoon, and spit) lost and the degree of impairment to overall habitat connectivity within 
habitat complexes, we rated the “relative condition” of 18 of the 20 complexes in the 
Dabob Bay sub-region.  One stream-delta complex and one spit/marsh complex did not 
receive ratings because we either lacked sufficient historical information or an adequate 
understanding of historical changes in order to fairly evaluate their relative condition. 
 
Only one stream-delta complex received the rating of “functional” (Tarboo Creek), three 
were considered “moderately impaired”, and one stream-delta complex “severely 
impaired”.  Three spit/marsh complexes are considered “functional”, six “moderately 
impaired”, one “severely impaired”, and three are deemed “lost”, as they retain virtually 
none of their historical habitat features (Table 1 and Figure 6). 
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Table 1.  Relative condition of habitat complexes in the Dabob Bay sub-region.  
Functional Moderately 

Impaired 
Severely 
Impaired 

Lost Not Rated 

Long Spit 
Tarboo Cr. 
Broad Spit 
Fishermans 
Pt. Lagoon 

Zelatched Pt. Lagoon 
W. Toandos Marsh 
Camp Disco. Ck. Spit 
Upper Quilcene Bay 
Pt. Whitney Lagoon 
S. Whitney Marsh 
Spencer Creek 
Marple/Jackson Cr. 
Jackson Cove Marsh 

Indian George 
Cr 
Jackson 
Marsh 
Turner Cr. 

Tongue Spit 
Tule Marsh 

Camp Harmony 
Lindsay Creek 
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Figure 6.  Relative condition of habitat complexes in the Dabob Bay sub-region. 
 
Management Recommendations   
 
The Hood Canal Coordinating Council (HCCC) has developed a conservation strategy 
and project list for the Hood Canal/west Admiralty Inlet (HCCC 2004) region to address 
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implementation of salmon habitat recovery actions.  This strategy drew heavily on 
recommendations from the Limiting Factors Analysis (LFA) report completed for Water 
Resource Inventory Areas (WRIA) 17 (see Correa 2002).  In addition, recovery plans 
have been drafted for ESA-listed Hood Canal/Eastern Strait summer chum (HCCC 2005), 
and Dungeness, Elwha, Hood Canal Chinook salmon populations (Shared Strategy 
Development Committee 2005; http://www.sharedsalmonstrategy.org/plan/).  These 
recovery plans include specific actions, including habitat protection and restoration, 
intended to help recover the listed populations.  We encourage the reader to consult these 
documents.  Also, in Appendix A, Tables 18 - 31 of this report, we provide summary 
information describing individual habitat complexes according to several factors 
potentially used in consideration of habitat protection and restoration decisions. 
 
Our recommendations focus on the protection and restoration of tidal wetland habitat, 
and the connectivity of these habitats, by addressing the protection and recovery of the 
underlying processes responsible in the formation, maintenance, and natural evolution of 
these habitats – namely fluvial, littoral, and tidal processes. 
 
In considering habitat protection associated with spit/marsh complexes, or of stream-delta 
complexes that possess longshore depositional features such as spits, the implication is 
that not only should the spit and associated tidal wetland habitats receive protection, but 
the drift cell processes that contribute sediment to these spits need to be adequately 
preserved.  Similarly, protection of tidal wetland and other habitats associated with 
stream-delta complexes, requires that watershed and fluvial processes, including 
floodplain/riparian function, be a priority for protection.  The same logic applies to 
stream-delta and spit/marsh complexes that we have identified from this analysis as good 
candidates for restoration action.  For example, it would not be prudent to carry out 
restoration of salt marsh habitat through dike removal while simultaneously (or in the 
future) allowing for bulkhead construction or other shoreline development to occur up-
drift that potentially disrupts sediment supply to the spit that is associated with the salt 
marsh.  Nor would it be sensible to remove fill within an estuary but continue to permit 
floodplain development and encroachment on riparian corridors that potentially affects 
hydrology and sediment/organic transport processes, ultimately having negative effects 
on estuarine habitat formation. 
 
Based on the assessment, we think the most substantial gains in tidal wetland habitat 
function could be made through restoration actions in the Upper Quilcene Bay (i.e., dike 
removal and recovery of lower river/floodplain and estuarine connectivity), Point 
Whitney Lagoon (dike/fill removal), and Smart Cove (fill removal) habitat complexes.  
Additional complexes are strong candidates for protection, including Long Spit, Tarboo 
Creek, Broad Spit, Fishermans’ Point), while others (e.g., Indian George Creek) would 
likely require land acquisition and/or significant removal of human infrastructure in order 
to substantially recover historical habitat process and function. 
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Habitat Complex Narratives 
 

The following narratives provide detailed information on habitat changes to individual 
habitat complexes in the Dabob Bay sub-region.  The sequence of narratives progress in a 
counterclockwise direction beginning with the Zelatched Point Lagoon complex near the 
southwest end of the Toandos Peninsula, moving north along the west shore of the 
Toandos Peninsula into Tarboo Bay, proceeding around the smaller Bolton Peninsula into 
Quilcene Bay, and along the shoreline of the Olympic Peninsula finishing at Turner 
Creek located north of the Dosewallips estuary (Figure 1).  
 
Habitat Complex:  Zelatched Point Lagoon 
Complex Type:  Spit/marsh 
 
Physical Description 
 
The Zelatched Point Lagoon habitat complex consists of a barrier spit that partially 
envelops two tidally connected lagoons and associated marsh.  Small freshwater streams 
enter both lagoons, and a sizable deltaic fan occurs where a channel enters Dabob Bay.  
Geology maps show the two tidal lagoons as consisting of alluvium (Yount 1993).  The 
complex was likely formed as one or two steep streams deposited sediment into localized 
depressions that became partially enclosed by the forming of a spit feature with 
sediments derived primarily from longshore transport.  Net shoreline sediment drift is 
from south to north with the Zelatched Point complex occurring near the south end of the 
drift cell (see Dabob Bay sub-region map).  Therefore, all three major physical processes 
are probably involved in development of this habitat complex, wave and stream 
deposition, and tidal erosion.   
 
A robust channel connection has maintained an opening through the spit, apparently due 
to freshwater stream discharge and sufficient tidal exchange of sediment.  This channel 
connection appears in all of our sources.  The August 1859 GLO survey describes the 
opening at the spit as a “tide slough” 25 links (16.5 ft.) wide (Trutch 1859).  GLO survey 
notes from 1859 agree spatially and in description of key features with the 1883 T sheet 
(Figure 7) and with a 1957 air photo (Figure 8). 
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Figure 7.  1883 T sheet (top) and 2000 WDNR orthophoto (bottom) showing changes 
to the Zelatched Point Lagoon complex. 
 
Description of Historical Habitat Changes   
 
When spit, tidal marsh, channel, and lagoon features are considered together, the size of 
this habitat complex was about 8.0 hectares in 1883, prior to modification (Table 2).  
Today, these habitat features make up about 5.9 hectares, a reduction of 26%.  Most of 
this reduction is the result of direct habitat conversion associated with filling over part of 
the spit and marsh habitat.  The reduction in the spit length is due to this filling, and 
likely not associated with erosion of the spit feature itself, caused by a loss in sediment 
supply to the spit. 
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Table 2.  Summary of habitat changes to Zelatched Point Lagoon habitat 
complex, based on comparison of 1883 T sheet to current day delineations. 

 
Habitat Type Area-Length (ha/ft) Change 

 Historical Today Area-Length Percent  
Spit (length) 2320 ft 1470 ft - 850 ft - 37 * 
Spit (area) 1.4 ha 0.8 ha - 0.6 ha - 44 * 
Tidal marsh 2.7 ha 2.4 ha - 0.3 ha - 11 
Tidal lagoon and channel 3.9 ha 2.7 ha - 1.2 ha - 30 
Total 8.0 ha 5.9 ha - 2.1 ha - 26 

  * Part of the spit has been filled over  
 
In 1883, approximately 2.7 hectares of tidal marsh existed, nearly all of which was 
associated with the west end of the spit and west lagoon.  About 11% of this historical 
marsh has been lost, most of it occurring in the far west side near the origin of the spit as 
a result of filling for a parking area and helicopter launch pad.  Approximately 30% of 
the 1883 tidal lagoon and channel habitat have been reduced.  Most of this reduction has 
occurred because tidal marsh has evidently filled in and replaced formerly un-vegetated 
tidal lagoon habitat in the east lagoon.  The overall amount of tidal marsh, channel, and 
lagoon habitat has been reduced by 22% from about 6.6 ha in 1883 to 5.1 ha today.  
Following is a more detailed account of sequential changes to habitat. 
 
A 1957 air photo of this site shows few noticeable changes from the 1883 T sheet with no 
major signs of human manipulation (Figure 8).  An exception is that a substantial 
increase in tidal marsh appears in the 1957 image where only a very small patch was 
mapped in 1883 at the mouth of a steep stream that enters the head of the east lagoon.  It 
is possible that sediment had accreted at this location due to a natural (e.g., landslide) 
and/or land use induced acceleration in stream sediment supply and transport processes, 
occurring in the late 1800s-early 1900s.  Although the small watershed that drains to the 
lagoon appears well forested in the 1957 image, we do not know land use practices at this 
site nearer the turn of the century.  Sometime between 1957 and 1977, direct changes to 
this habitat complex become apparent.  By 1977, a road and parking area had been 
constructed along the west side of the spit, and a dock and helicopter pad had been built 
by the Navy, resulting in the filling of this part of the spit and marsh habitat.  Also, a few 
homes had been constructed at the east end of the spit, resulting in the filling over of spit 
and a small area of marsh (Figure 9).  The channel connection between the east and west 
lagoons that was found in the 1883 T sheet is apparently still maintained through natural 
processes today, though this should be investigated more closely. 
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Figure 8.  1957 photo of the Zelatched Point Lagoon com
Bay.  Note the west and east lagoons, and tidal marsh deve
east lagoon.  Few, if any, human modifications are evident f
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Homes on 
east spit 

Figure 9.  1977 WDOE oblique air photo showing the Zelatched Point complex in 
lower foreground, showing development of the east spit for houses, and base of the 
west spit for a road, dock, and helicopter launch pad.  
 
Generally, tidal channel and marsh habitat connectivity has not been greatly impaired.  
However, with the filling of former tidal marsh and conversion of tidal lagoon to marsh, a 
reduction in tidal prism has probably occurred since 1883.  With freshwater-derived 
inputs of sediments to the lagoons, particularly the east lagoon, the tidal prism might be 
expected to decrease further over time.  The artificial filling and possibly accelerated 
sedimentation of the lagoon due to upland land use practices may be quickening an 
already natural process that results in the reduction of tidal prism.  Aside from direct 
encroachment and fill along the east and west ends of the spit, adjacent land use is 
predominantly mid-late seral stage forest with low density residential and roads leading 
to homes (WDOE 2001 oblique photo). 
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Drift cell-mediated impacts to the spit feature are believed to be minimal.  Up-drift 
shoreline armoring and other human modifications, including in the divergence zone (JE-
15/JE-16), is minimal with probably less than 5% bulkheading (Hirschi et al. 2003).  
However, a long pier and a short stretch of riprap bulkheading positioned below ordinary 
high water near the west origin of the spit (WDOE 2001 oblique photo) should be 
investigated for their potential long-term disruption of sediment transport and deposition 
that could result in de-stabilization of the spit structure. 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Based on the estimated percent of historical habitat loss (26%), and relatively unimpaired 
overall connectivity, we consider the Zelatched Point Lagoon complex to be Moderately 
Impaired.  Direct habitat changes are evident at this site, and indirect changes are possible 
as a result of watershed sediment impairment. 
 
Habitat Complex:  West Toandos Marsh 
Complex Type:  Spit/marsh 
 
Physical Description 
 
The West Toandos Marsh complex consists of a narrow low-lying depositional form at 
the base of a small stream.  The 1883 T sheet shows the stream entering a tide marsh that 
is partly enclosed by a sand spit that parallels the shoreline (Figure 10).  The channel 
enters Dabob Bay at the far north end of the spit.  In August 1859, GLO surveyors 
recorded a tide channel of 5 links (3.3 ft.) width at its mouth (Trutch 1859).  Net 
shoreline sediment drift is south-to-north along this shoreline (Figure 1). 
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Figure 10.  1883 T sheet showing the West Toandos Marsh complex.  
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Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
Other than the 1859 GLO notes and 1883 T sheet, we used additional information for this 
complex from a 1953 USGS map (USGS, Seabeck quadrangle), and 1977, 1994, 2000, 
and 2001 air photos.  According to our estimates, the length of the spit has decreased 
from about 900 to 720 feet (20% change) when comparing the 1883 T sheet with the 
2000 WDNR orthophoto.  Some of this decrease in spit length may be misleading, 
because it is probably due to filling for a house near the base.  But it may be that this spit 
feature is inherently dynamic in response to natural fluctuations in shoreline sediment 
supply and transport. 
 
Net surface area changes in spit, tidal marsh and associated tidal channel habitat indicate 
a reduction from about 0.9 to 0.54 ha (40% loss)(Table 3).  Some of this loss of habitat 
we attribute to direct filling near the base of the spit.  However, it may be that some of 
the loss of marsh and tidal channel habitat is attributed to possible stream diversion 
within the tidal extent, reduction of an already limited tidal prism, and possibly natural 
sediment transport processes that tend to repeatedly erode and re-build the spit feature 
that protects the channel and associated tidal marsh.  Though tidal channel connectivity 
appears to continue functioning, possibly facilitated by adequate freshwater discharge, 
potential impairments to tidal prism should be examined more closely at this site. 
 

Table 3.  Summary of habitat changes to the West Toandos Marsh habitat 
complex, based on a comparison of the 1883 T sheet to current day air photo 
delineation. 

 
Habitat Type Area-Length (ha/ft) Change 

 Historical Today Area-Length Percent  
Spit (length) 900 ft 720 ft - 180 ft - 20 
Spit (area) 0.41 ha 0.22 ha - 0.19 ha - 45 
Tidal marsh 0.34 ha 0.26 ha - 0.08 ha - 23 
Tidal lagoon and Channel 0.15 ha 0.06 ha - 0.09 ha - 57 
Total 0.9 ha 0.54 ha - 0.36 ha - 40 

   
A home was constructed probably in the 1950s-1960s period near the base of the spit and 
the location where the stream enters the small tidal marsh.  According to a 1968 USGS 
map (USGS, Seabeck quadrangle), a dock was built associated with this house roughly at 
the same time.  This dock was no longer present by the time of a 1977 air photo (1977 
WDOE oblique air photo; Figure 11).  Among the most interesting observations of 
changes at this complex are the changes occurring with the spit itself.  We see very little 
evidence in the 1977 photo of the spit or tidal marsh evident in the 1883 T sheet, as if it 
had eroded away.  By 1994 (Figure 12), however, the spit and associated marsh has re-
appeared, and by 2001, the feature appears well developed and somewhat resembles the 
1883 T sheet (Figure 13).  Possible explanations for the rapid changes observed at the spit 
include dramatic fluctuations in sediment supply along the shoreline, or construction of 
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the house in the 1950s-60s may have modified the stream channel and the small tidal 
marsh in a way that affected where the stream exited the marsh. 

 

house 

Figure 11.  1977 WDOE oblique air photo shows apparent erosion of the historical 
(1883) spit feature at the West Toandos Marsh habitat complex.  Compare with 
more recent photos in Figures 12 and 13.   
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accretion of sediment 
and vegetation 

Figure 12.  1994 WDOE photo indicating re-growth of the spit and associated marsh 
at the creek mouth. 
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creek 
channel 

Figure 13.  2001 WDOE photo of the southern portion of the complex near the base 
of the spit. 
   
Shoreline modifications are considered minimal within the drift cell directly influencing 
this habitat complex.  Bulkheading is probably less than 5% up-drift of this habitat 
complex, with few additional shoreline modifications (Hirschi et al. 2003).  We 
recommend an examination of the history of drift cell sediment dynamics along this 
shoreline and other shorelines that appear to have inherently high sediment supplies, and 
an assessment of the response in accretion features such as at West Toandos Marsh. 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Based on our estimates of historical habitat lost (46%), and relatively unimpaired overall 
connectivity, we rated this habitat complex as “Moderately Impaired”.  Direct changes 
are evident, and indirect changes are possibly involved as a result of natural littoral 
sediment supply dynamics and stream channel manipulation immediately upstream of the 
site. 
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Habitat Complex:  Camp Harmony Spits 
Complex Type:  Spit/marsh 
 
Physical Description 
 
The Camp Harmony Spits habitat complex was shown in the 1883 T sheet as a pair of 
spits, a blunt depositional foreland of about 630 feet long (south spit), and a fringing 
north spit of about 1130 feet in length (Figure 14).  Both features are shown as low-lying 
grasslands in the T sheet.  The 1859 GLO survey notes (Trutch 1859) confirm the 
presence of the south spit, but fail to mention the north one, which may have been 
overlooked.  It appears that neither of these spits supported much tidal marsh or channel 
development according to the historical sources.  The T sheet indicates that a small steep 
stream may have entered near the base of the south spit, however the presence and 
current location of this stream is unknown. 
 

 

Accretion 
beaches or 

spits 

Figure 14.  1883 T sheet showing the Camp Harmony Spits complex.   
 
Description of Historical Habitat Changes  
 
This area is known today as Camp Harmony, and by the early 1950s (USGS, Quilcene 
quadrangle), a number of cabins appear to have been constructed, mainly near the base of 
the south spit.  In more recent images (1977, 1994, 2001), a number of bulkheads are 
evident particularly near the southern base of the south spit.  From these more recent 
photos, it appears a limited tidal marsh may have developed, mainly associated with the 
south spit.  We did not make estimates of surface area changes of this tidal marsh because 
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it is very limited in size, and may be vulnerable to erosion over relatively short periods of 
time.   
 
Looking at a series of photos from 1977, 1994, and 2001 indicates that these spits are 
extremely dynamic and capable of building sediment, a small inner lagoon, and possibly 
emergent salt marsh vegetation, and these features might subsequently erode away only 
to re-build again (see Figure 15-17). 
 

 
Figure 15.  1977 WDOE oblique photo showing the north spit of the Camp 
Harmony Spits habitat complex.  This and Figures 16 and 17 that follow illustrate 
spit dynamics and bulkheading along the base of the Camp Harmony Spits. 
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former 
location of 
north spit 

Figure 16.  1994 WDOE oblique photo of the south spit and apparently eroded 
north spit (far left of the photo).  Compare with Figure 15 above. 
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Figure 17.  2001 WDOE oblique photo showing bulkheads, and homes or cabins 
near the base of the south spit. 
 
Net sediment drift along this shoreline is from south to north (see Figure 1), and bluffs 
along the entire shoreline provide an abundance of sediment to the beaches, and might 
account for most of the rapid changes we see in these small spits.  Although this 
extensive drift cell is armored in few places (6% bulkheaded), and there are few other 
modifications (Hirschi et al. 2003), much of the shoreline along the base of the south spit 
is bulkheaded (2001 WDOE oblique). 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Because we do not adequately understand the historical changes and current dynamics 
affecting the Camp Harmony spits, we lacked the basis for adequately rating the relative 
condition of this habitat complex. 
 
Habitat Complex:  Tongue Spit 
Complex Type:  Spit/marsh 
 
Physical Description 
 
The 1883 T sheet shows a sand spit protruding parallel with the shoreline about 1080 feet 
in length (Figure 18).  The August 1859 GLO notes (Trutch 1859) describe a stream of 4 
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links (2.6 ft.) wide that probably entered somewhere near the south end of the spit and 
may have exited in the narrow lagoon protected behind the spit, as shown in the T sheet.  
The spit is one of many along this shoreline that are formed by predominantly south to 
north littoral sediment drift (see Figure 1). 
 
Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
We do not see a spit here today.  In the early 1950s (USGS, Quilcene quadrangle), only 
one house or cabin is shown in the vicinity of the 1883 spit.  By the 1970s, however, 
some filling was evident just north of the location of the historical spit.  Additional 
bulkheading and filling along the shore has occurred since 1977 (see WDOE 1977, 1994, 
and 2001 obliques).  A section of beach to the north of the 1883 spit that was seen 
accreting sediment and growing backshore vegetation in 1977 (and possibly in 1939), 
was apparently eroded away by 1994 and 2001.  Similar to that seen in a number of small 
spit complexes to the south, it appears that beaches are extremely dynamic along the west 
shore of the Toandos Peninsula, and subject to rapid fluctuations of erosion or accretion. 
Bulkheading up-drift of this habitat complex is minimal, probably 5-10%, and few 
additional human modifications occur (Hirschi et al. 2003).  We are uncertain of the role, 
if any, of shoreline bulkheading and filling in this area in recent decades in terms of 
disruption of sediment transport and deposition. 

 
Figure 18.  1883 T sheet showing the relatively inconspicuous Tongue Spit complex. 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Based on the complete loss of the historical spit feature, we rate the Tongue Spit habitat 
complex as “Lost”.  The causes for the loss of the spit are not certain, though may be 
related to natural fluctuation in sediment supply along this shoreline, though bulkheading 
near the base of the former spit may also have contributed to de-stabilization of the spit. 
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Habitat Complex:  Camp Discovery Creek Spit 
Complex Type:  Spit/marsh 
 
Physical Description 
 
The 1883 T sheet shows Camp Discovery Creek winding through a hollow and then 
behind a narrow spit that extended parallel to the shoreline for about 1150 feet before the 
creek emptied to saltwater (Figure 19).  The September 1859 GLO survey described the 
creek width at 15 links (10 ft.) at the mouth and they crossed a “slough” of 40 links (~26 
ft.) width just upstream near the sand spit, after walking through a “brushy” area (Trutch 
1859).  Upstream about 400 feet, they recorded the stream width at 12 links (8 ft.) within 
an “alder bottom”.  No tidal marsh was indicated in the 1883 T sheet.  Net sediment drift 
affecting this habitat complex is from south to north (Figure 1). 
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  1883 T sheet showing the Camp Discovery Creek Spit habitat complex.  
ength of the spit that extends north along the shoreline where the creek 
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n of Historical Habitat Changes 

ly 1950s (USGS, Quilcene quadrangle), a number of cabins had been built just 
 the spit and near the mouth of the stream.  It also appears that by this time the 
nnel might have been pushed to the southern extreme of its small floodplain. 

of the length of the spit in recent decades would vary widely.  Images from 
re 20), 1994, and 2001 (Figure 21), show the stream enters Hood Canal in 
cations depending on major differences in the length of the spit.  The rapid 

 the length and stability of the spit are the result of a balance between stream 
ediment supply along the shoreline.  A high streamflow event is sometimes 
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capable of breaching the spit.  However, this might be temporary as sediment supplied 
along the shoreline builds the spit northward again, pushing the stream channel to the 
north (Peter Bahls, personal communication).  Also, sometime in recent years a 
landowner has apparently constructed a small rockery that is now forcing the stream 
channel to exit further south rather than behind the long spit (Ron Hirschi, personal 
communication).  The low-lying spit and grassland or marsh vegetation that occurs north 
of the existing stream mouth appears fragmented by paths and foot-bridges built by local 
landowners in recent years.  Tidal marsh is virtually non-existent in this system, though a 
minimal amount may fringe the shoreline along the tidal channel inside of the spit. 
 

 

creek 
mouth

spit 

Figure 20.  1977 WDOE photo showing the Camp Discovery Creek Spit complex, 
and location of the creek mouth at the time. 
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Figure 21.  WDOE 2001 photo indicating the southern position of the creek mouth 
in more recent years.  A number of homes occur north of this location (left of the 
2001 photo), immediately landward of the spit. 
 
Shoreline bulkheading along this drift cell is minimal (5-10%), with few other (e.g., 
docks, stairs, etc.) major shoreline modifications (Hirschi et al. 2003).  However, some 
bulkheading and filling has occurred at the base of unstable feeder bluffs located to the 
south of Camp Discovery Creek.  Watershed impacts may also potentially impair 
estuarine processes.  A road failure at RM 0.7 of Camp Discovery Creek delivered fine 
sediment to the stream channel, and high road densities in the Camp Discovery watershed 
(Correa 2002) potentially result in excessive sediment supply to the stream which could 
impair function to this small stream mouth and spit. 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Because of likely impacts on estuarine function from watershed land use, (particularly 
road-related sediment and hydrology), and also shoreline armoring near the mouth of the 
creek, we rated the relative condition of the Camp Discovery Creek Spit complex as 
“Moderately Impaired”. 
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Habitat Complex:  Long Spit 
Complex Type:  Spit/marsh 
 
Physical Description 
 
Long Spit projects nearly a mile in a NNW direction from the Toandos Peninsula and 
encloses a tidal lagoon, fringing salt marsh and berm vegetation.  A number of small 
streams were noted by the September 1859 GLO surveyors entering the inner part of the 
lagoon (Trutch 1859).  The WDNR digital hydrography map also shows several streams 
in this location.  The spit represents the terminus of an extended drift cell (over 19,000 
meters) originating at the southern end of the Toandos Peninsula (see Figure 1).  The spit 
was formed and is maintained by longshore sediment transport and deposition.   
 
Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
The GLO notes and the 1883 T sheet (Figure 22) are in general agreement of major 
features and configuration of the spit.  In comparing the 1883 USCGS and current day 
delineation, we find very little evidence of direct changes to the spit itself.  The spit 
lengths are approximately the same today as in 1883 (Table 4).  Our estimates suggest the 
amount of tidal marsh behind the spit has increased minimally from about 5.4 ha to 6.5 ha 
since the 1883 T sheet. 
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Figure 22.  1883 T sheet (at left) and 2000 WDNR orthophoto (at right) showing the 
Long Spit habitat complex.  Notice the similarity in the configuration of the spit in 
the two images. 
 

Table 4.  Summary of habitat changes to the Long Spit habitat complex, 
based on a comparison of the 1883 T sheet to current day air photo 
delineation. 

Habitat Type Area-Length (ha/ft) Change 
 Historical Today Area-Length Percent  
Spit (length) 4850 ft 5170 ft + 320 ft + 7 
Spit (area) 5.14 ha 3.73 ha - 1.41 ha - 27 
Tidal marsh 5.37 ha 6.51 ha + 1.14 ha + 21 
Tidal lagoon and channel 20.29 ha 20.37 ha + 0.08 ha < 1 
Total 30.80 ha 29.26 ha - 1.54 ha - 5 

  
Sometime between the 1950s (USGS, Quilcene quadrangle) and 1977 (WDOE oblique), 
a road was built from the uplands to the base of the spit, and a small parking area and 
dwelling was built, resulting in minimal fill of the southern-most patch of tidal marsh.  
Kunze (1984) reported tire tracks along the ridge of the spit in the early 1980s.   
 
Impairments to drift cell function that would have potential consequences to Long Spit 
are probably minimal, with 6% of the drift cell length bulkheaded and relatively few 
additional human structures along the shoreline (Hirschi et al. 2003). 
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Relative Condition 
 
Based on very little change to spit, tidal marsh, and lagoon habitat features, and 
unimpaired overall connectivity of these habitats, the relative condition of this habitat 
complex is considered “Functional”.  
 
Habitat Complex:  Tarboo Creek 
Complex Type:  Stream-delta 
 
Physical Description 
 
Included in the Tarboo Creek habitat complex are the creek mouth itself, extensive tide 
flats (indicated as “mud” in the 1883 T sheet; see Figure 23), and spit and marsh features 
that begin about 850 meters to the south of the Tarboo Creek mouth.  The spits project 
eastward from the west shore of Tarboo Bay.  The formation of these spits is probably the 
result of longshore sediment deposition from the south and flow and sediment derived 
from Tarboo Creek that distributes and deposits along the north ends of the spits, helping 
to form tidal marsh.  Tarboo Bay (defined here as the area north of the spits) is a 
relatively protected embayment, despite its southerly exposure.  The southern-most spit 
represents the termination of a long (nearly 10,000 meters) south-to-north drift cell with 
its origin at a divergence zone along the south face of the Bolton Peninsula.   
 
Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
The T sheet from 1883 (Figure 23) and the September 1859 GLO survey notes (Trutch 
1859) are in general agreement as to the configuration of the spit features.  The width of 
Tarboo Creek at its mouth was 25 links (16.5 ft.) in Sept. 1859.  At least three other 
streams were indicated on the east side of Tarboo Bay at 5, 8, and 12 links wide.  The 
words “deserted hut” occur just east of the mouth of Tarboo Creek, associated with an 
apparent clearing, and again at a location along the east shore of the bay at the time of the 
1883 coast survey.  Other marks of Euro-American settlement are lacking from the early 
T sheet. 
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Figure 23.  1883 T sheet (at left) and 2000 WDNR orthophoto (at right) showing the 
Tarboo Creek habitat complex.  Notice the remarkable similarities, for the most 
part, in the configuration of spits between the two images along the west shore of the 
bay. 
 
Our current day estimates of habitat area associated with the Tarboo Creek complex 
suggest a sizeable gain in tidal marsh since 1883 (Table 5).  All of the tidal marsh 
according to the 1883 T sheet was directly associated with the spits and fringing marsh 
features located well south of the creek mouth itself.  Today we see relatively small 
patches of marsh and drift logs around the mouth of the creek, and narrow fringes of 
marsh along the margins of the bay, in places where marsh was not mapped in 1883.  The 
difference between 1883 and the current day estimates of tidal marsh could also be in part 
because some marsh patches are so narrow today that perhaps they were not considered 
important enough to map in 1883.  Also, it seems likely that sediment accretion over time 
has allowed salt marsh vegetation to take hold in locations that were previously at an 
elevation too deep to support vegetation such as Salicornia virginica.  Indeed, interviews 
with local residents who lived around Tarboo Bay going back to the 1930s-40s indicate 
that silt has filled the inner bay an average 5 feet in depth, presumably at least partly the 
result of upstream logging and land clearing activity in the watersheds draining to the 
bay.  Tugboats would once enter the inner bay to access a loading dock where it would be 
very difficult to bring this type of boat in today.  Siltation of the inner bay remains a 
concern of local residents today, as the silt can kill off oyster beds (Peter Bahls, personal 
communication).  Our estimates suggest that nearly four hectares of historical tide flat 
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habitat has been converted to tidal marsh associated with the Tarboo Creek habitat 
complex. 
 

Table 5.  Summary of habitat changes to the Tarboo Creek habitat complex, 
based on a comparison of the 1883 T sheet to current day air photo 
delineation. 

Habitat Type Area-Length (ha/ft) Change 
 Historical Today Area-Length Percent  
Spit (length) 1350 ft 1630 ft + 280 ft + 21 
Spit (area) 2.54 ha 2.94 ha + 0.40 ha + 16 
Tidal marsh 7.74 ha 11.95 ha + 4.21 ha + 54 
Tidal flat 115.50 ha ? ha * ? ha ? 
Total (spit, tidal marsh) 10.28 ha 14.89 ha + 4.61 ha + 45 

* Current day surface area estimates of tidal flat habitat were not made because 
we felt that these estimates would not provide a valid comparison with the 
historical estimates of tidal flat that were derived from the T sheets, where the 
mean lower low water line (MLLW) was often interpolated from actual surveyed 
points. 

 
Historical changes to the two prominent spit features along the west shore are evident 
though probably modest.  Our estimates show a gain (21%) in the length of the south spit, 
with the tip pointing in a more northerly direction today than indicated in the 1883 T 
sheet.  It is important to note that much of the gain in tidal marsh since 1883 has resulted 
in displacement of former tidal flat habitat.  Our estimate of historical tidal flat habitat 
(the polygon bounding the ~ MHW and ~ MLLW lines) associated with the Tarboo 
Creek habitat complex is almost 100 hectares (Table 5).  We made no attempt to estimate 
the area of current day tidal flat habitat, primarily because we have little confidence in 
knowing how comparable the use of the low tide line would be between the historical T 
sheet surveys and modern day estimates.  A more accurate historical estimate of a low 
tide line (~ MLLW) would likely be derived from early hydrographic surveys also 
conducted by the US Coast and Geodetic Survey.  However, we did not pursue the 
hydrographic surveys of the Tarboo Bay area for our study.   
 
Perhaps one of the more important habitat changes observed is the apparent lack of rafted 
drift log material from the 1883 T sheet, particularly just east of the Tarboo Creek mouth, 
where we find a considerable amount of drift material in 1957 and in more recent air 
photos.  We do not know whether the early T sheet may have simply missed the mapping 
of the drift logs, or if drift logs indeed were largely absent or in much less abundance in 
the 1880s at this location.  An on-the-ground visit should assess the amount of cut logs in 
this raft.  A road or path appears immediately behind the raft in air photos from 1939 and 
1957, and the road appears to have extended all the way to the Tarboo Creek channel 
from Dabob Road during that era (Figure 24).  According to oral history interviews and 
photos gathered by Peter Bahls (written communication), this road crossed the mouth of 
Tarboo Creek in the 1930s and was the main road from Chimacum to Quilcene at the 
time.  A houseboat also occurred at the mouth of Tarboo Creek in the 1930s. 
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Figure 24.  1957 air photo of the Tarboo Creek ha
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In general, the extent of tidal marsh, configuration of spits, and overall connectivity of 
the Tarboo Creek estuary has changed little since the mid-to-late 1800s.  The amount of 
tidal flat habitat may have been reduced and replaced with tidal marsh, though we made 
no estimates of this change. 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Based on relatively few changes to tidal marsh, channel, and spit habitat features since 
historical times, and unimpaired overall connectivity, the Tarboo Creek habitat complex 
is considered “Functional”. 
 
Habitat Complex:  Broad Spit 
Complex Type:  Spit/marsh     
 
Physical Description 
     
Broad Spit is a re-curved spit that partly encloses a tidal lagoon and fringing marsh.  It 
occurs roughly halfway through an extended south-to-north drift cell, and was formed by 
the deposition of sediments transported primarily from the south (see Figure 1).  At least 
one small stream enters the marsh behind the spit (Trutch 1859; WDNR hydrography).  
This stream probably contributes some sediment to the lagoon and may help maintain the 
channel opening.     
 
Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
The 1883 T sheet (Figure 25) and 1859 GLO notes (Trutch 1859) are in close agreement 
as to description and configuration of this habitat complex.  A 1957 air photo shows 
similar features and configurations to that found in the 1883 T sheet.  Changes to the spit 
length and configuration are hardly detectable, and our 1883 estimate of tidal marsh 
shows minimal loss (Table 6).  By the time of the 1977 air photo, much of the inner 
lagoon and tidal marsh area inside the spit appears to be dedicated to oyster growing and 
landings (Figure 26).  By 1994 and in more recent air photos, this activity is still evident, 
but considerably reduced from the 1970s.  An earthquake centered locally sometime in 
the 1980s apparently resulted in a change in elevation of at least one foot (uplift or 
subsidence is uncertain) at Broad Spit (Peter Bahls, written and personal 
communication).  How this might have changed habitat features at this complex is 
unknown.  
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Figure 25.  1883 T sheet (at left) and 2000 WDNR orthophoto (at right) showing the 
Broad Spit habitat complex. 
 

Table 6.  Summary of habitat changes to the Broad Spit habitat complex, 
based on a comparison of the 1883 T sheet to current day air photo 
delineation. 

 
Habitat Type Area-Length (ha/ft) Change 

 Historical Today Area-Length Percent 
Spit (length) 1100 ft 1050 ft - 50 ft - 5 
Spit (area) 1.08 ha 1.01 ha - 0.07 ha - 7 
Tidal marsh 0.72 ha 0.55 ha - 0.17 ha - 24 
Tidal lagoon 2.17 ha 2.00 ha - 0.17 ha - 8 
Total (spit, tidal marsh, lagoon) 3.97 ha 3.56 ha - 0.41 ha - 10 
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Figure 26.  1977 WDOE oblique air photo showing oyster culture at Broad Spit.  
 
Despite the history of shellfish activity at the site, the spit configuration, tidal marsh 
extent, and channel connectivity are thought to be relatively unchanged at Broad Spit.  
The adjacent uplands remain well forested (based on examination of 1994 and 2001 
WDOE oblique photos).  Drift cell impairment to the south is believed to be minimal 
with about 6.5% bulkheading and few other human alterations (Hirschi et al. 2003). 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Based on minimal if any loss of spit, tidal marsh, and lagoon habitat features, and 
unimpaired overall connectivity, the Broad Spit habitat complex is considered 
“Functional”. 
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Habitat Complex:  Tule Marsh 
Complex Type:  Spit/marsh 
 
Physical Description 
 
The 1883 T sheet shows a fairly narrow depositional beach with a grassland spit of about 
1700 feet in length separating a salt marsh of about 1.1 hectares from the adjacent 
nearshore waters (Figure 27).  The marsh is located just north of the mouth of Lindsay 
Creek that does not appear to have contributed freshwater directly to the marsh.  Though 
there are no documented stream inputs to the marsh, a couple of narrow drainages are 
likely to contribute freshwater at least seasonally, and groundwater seepages may also 
have influenced salinity of the marsh.  There does not appear to be any regular tidal 
channel connection from our historical sources, nor does any connection regularly occur 
today.  The name “Tule” is shown on the T sheet at this location possibly suggestive of 
the plant the surveyors were seeing here (Figure 27). 
 

     

Lindsay Creek

Figure 27.  1883 T sheet of the Tule Marsh and Lindsay Creek habitat complexes.  
Note the blackened areas of the coastline to the south and north, indicating steep 
unvegetated bluffs. 
 
Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
Virtually all of the former marsh habitat and the spit has been lost to residential fill.  
From a 1939 air photo, it appears that a tortuous road from the uplands reaches near the 
marsh, but no structures or homes appear at that time.  By the early 1950s, only a few 
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cabins or homes dot the marsh and spit (USGS, Quilcene quadrangle).  By 1977, 
however, most of the marsh had apparently been filled with houses and lawns (see 1977 
oblique).  Most of these homes occur near the shoreline with bulkheads fronting many of 
the yards (2001 oblique).  A considerable amount of driftwood material now occupies a 
small remnant patch of upper marsh or grassland habitat pinned between houses (Figure 
28, also see other 1994 and 2001 oblique photos). 
 
The near complete loss of salt marsh and natural spit habitat at this site is attributable 
almost solely to direct impact by filling for residential development.  Although bulkheads 
characterize much of the stretch of shoreline at this immediate site, human modifications 
to the drift cell south of the former Tule Marsh and nearby Lindsay Creek are almost non-
existent (Hirschi et al. 2003). 
 

 

remnant 
marsh 

Figure 28.  1994 WDOE oblique photo of Lindsay Creek mouth (far left) and the 
remnant of the Tule Marsh habitat complex.  The former marsh, that is now largely 
filled, extended along the shoreline where homes and a road occur today. 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Because probably less than 5% of its former marsh and spit habitat remains from the 
1883 T sheet, the Tule Marsh habitat complex is considered “Lost”. 
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Habitat Complex:  Lindsay Creek 
Complex Type:  Stream-delta 
 
Physical Description 
 
Lindsay Creek is a relatively steep small stream that enters Dabob Bay just south of the 
historical Tule Marsh habitat complex.  Historically, there was no apparent direct surface 
connection between Lindsay Creek and Tule Marsh.  No salt marsh habitat is shown in 
association with the Lindsay Creek mouth, though it appears that vegetation near the 
mouth may have been hardwood or scrub-shrub and possibly swampy, based on 
interpretation of the 1883 T sheet symbology (Figure 27 above). 
 
Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
The lower several hundred feet of the creek channel has evidently been channelized and it 
appears incised, and the surrounding riparian corridor now consists of primarily grassland 
and shrubs.  Several home-sites occur to the north of the lower channel and bulkheads 
appear to front these homes (Figure 28 above).  Landslides that have occurred in the 
upper watershed, associated with land use activity, have resulted in sedimentation of the 
lower creek channel, and may result in sub-surface stream flow during the dry season 
(Correa 2002). 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Because we lack sufficient historical information on the Lindsay Creek stream-delta, we 
chose not to rate the relative condition of the habitat complex.  However, it appears that 
the lower stream mouth may be impaired by upstream land use activities, particularly 
sedimentation.   
 
Habitat Complex:  Fisherman’s Point Lagoon 
Complex Type:  Spit/marsh 
 
Physical Description 
 
The Fisherman’s Point Lagoon complex consists of a re-curved spit, tidal lagoon, and 
associated fringing salt marsh, located at the southwest tip of the Bolton Peninsula.  The 
spit was formed and is maintained by an abundant source of sediment derived from steep 
bluffs found in the divergence zone at the southern end of the Bolton Peninsula (Figure 
1).  The name “Fishery” is shown at this location on the 1883 T sheet (Figure 29).  The 
September 1859 GLO survey documented a “tide slough” that was 50 links (33 ft.) wide 
at the mouth (Trutch 1859).  Freshwater inputs to the Fisherman’s Point Lagoon are 
unknown. 
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Figure 29.  1883 T sheet showing the Fisherman’s Point Lagoon complex.  Notice the 
word “Fishery” written near the base of the spit where a patch of salt marsh was 
mapped.  The sediment divergence zone that contributes sediment to this spit, and 
along the east shore of Quilcene Bay and the west shore of Tarboo Bay, is indicated 
by the presence of steep bluffs along the south-facing shore in the map. 
 
Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
Few changes have occurred since the historical period and channel connectivity appears 
unimpaired.  The length and configuration of the spit are very similar in 1883 as 
compared with today (Table 7).   
 

Table 7.  Summary of habitat changes to the Fisherman’s Point Lagoon 
habitat complex, based on a comparison of the 1883 T sheet to current day 
air photo delineation. 

Habitat Type Area-Length (ha/ft) Change 
 Historical Today Area-Length Percent 
Spit (length) 1130 ft  ~1130 ft 0 ft 0 
Spit (area) 0.58 ha 0.43 ha - 0.15 - 26 
Tidal marsh 0.24 ha 0.17 ha - 0.07 ha - 28 
Tidal lagoon 1.82 ha 1.60 ha - 0.22 ha  - 12 
Total (spit, tidal marsh, lagoon) 2.64 ha 2.20 ha - 0.44 ha - 17 

 
Sometime between 1939 and the early 1950s, a road was built down to the base of the 
spit, resulting in some loss of upper salt marsh.  This road is still evident in more recent 
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air photos.  A crude road or path appears to extend about half the length of the spit, 
disrupting vegetation patterns along the spit (Figure 30).  No other direct alterations to 
this habitat complex are evident from our sources.  No bulkheads or other human 
structures occur up-drift of the Fishermans Point Lagoon complex (Hirschi et al. 2003). 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Based on modest losses of historical spit, tidal marsh, and lagoon habitat, and relatively 
unimpaired overall connectivity, we consider the Fisherman’s Point Lagoon complex to 
be “Functional”.  The few alterations to this complex appear to be the result of direct 
changes, rather than up-drift or up-slope (i.e., “indirect”) impairment of physical 
processes. 
 

 
Figure 30.  2001 WDOE oblique photo showing the Fisherman’s Point Lagoon 
habitat complex. 
 
Habitat Complex:  Upper Quilcene Bay (Big/Little Quilcene rivers, Donovan Creek) 
Complex Type:  Stream-delta 
 
Physical Description 
 
We considered Donovan Creek and the Little and Big Quilcene Rivers as one large 
habitat complex because these stream-deltas were historically nearly contiguous with one 
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another.  Nearly the entire northern and western fringes of Quilcene Bay was historically 
(and still is today, albeit more fragmented) a complex of tidal marsh and associated 
channels.  Upper Quilcene Bay also includes one of the most extensive tidal flats in the 
Hood Canal region, comparable to that found at Lynch Cove/Union River and the 
Skokomish River in area.  The Big and Little Quilcene delta fans were formed by alluvial 
deposition over about the last 12,000 years.  Major flood events, when facilitated by log 
jams or natural levee failure, have caused the channel to migrate and deposit sediment in 
different locations across the delta.  As a result, over a long period of time, a “tongue” or 
several tongues have been built out into the bay (Williams et al. 1995).  Though it is 
exposed to the south, shallow upper Quilcene Bay is relatively protected from high wave 
action, and net sediment drift is not considered appreciable in upper Quilcene Bay (see 
Figure 1).  However, south-to-north net shore drift occurs along much of the eastern 
shore of Quilcene Bay.     
 
Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
By the time of the 1883 T sheet, Euro-Americans had already left a significant mark on 
the landscape of upper Quilcene Bay.  Roads, fence lines, and forest had been cleared for 
pasture.  Although Morse (in Nesbit 1885) stated that the Hood Canal tidal marshes were 
free of diking at this time, evidence from the T sheet indicates the possibility of dikes in 
portions of the upper tidal marsh around the Little and Big Quilcene Rivers.  It is quite 
likely that some portions of upper tidal marsh that were being utilized as pasture were 
indicated with grassland symbols.   
 
General Land Office survey notes that precede the early T sheet, one set from September 
1859 (Trutch 1859) and the other from August 1877 (Jameson 1877), lend some 
additional evidence to our picture of the area during early settlement time.  The GLO 
notes appear to agree with the T sheet survey in most respects in terms of description of 
vegetation boundaries and major channel locations, even though nearly 25 years separates 
the 1859 and 1883 sources (Figure 31). 
 
The General Description provided by the GLO survey for Township 27 North, Range 2 
West (west shore of Quilcene Bay and lower Big and Little Quilcene watersheds) in 
September 1877 provides some insight into the role of fire and early logging in the lower 
Quilcene river watersheds. 
 

(A) large area of the timbered portion of this Township (was) destroyed by 
fire in years 1868 and 1873, mostly in the south and west, and is entirely 
worthless. 
   

The survey notes also state that much of area near “Big River” (Big Quilcene 
River) has been “all burnt over lately.   
 
The notes also indicate that “a large tract of sections 2, 3, 11, 13 and 14 has been dug? 
over for ship knees?… “.  There were ten settlers reported in the township at the time of 
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the 1877 survey, some having settled around 1860-61 and located in sections 2, 12, 13, 
14, and 24 (Jameson 1877). 
 
During what we would consider the base flow time of year, in September 1859, Donovan 
Creek was 15 links (10 ft.) wide at its mouth, and the Little Quilcene River was 75 links 
(50 ft.) wide where it hit the tide flats (Trutch 1859).  Upstream approximately 1500 feet 
from its mouth, the Little Quilcene River was recorded at 35 links (23 ft.) wide in late 
August 1859 (Figure 31).  This same location is nearly identical to the location the 
channel occupied in 1883, though by then a settler named J. Horton had cleared forest for 
pasture and an orchard along the left bank of the river.  John Such (sp?) had apparently 
cleared forest along the opposite bank, and may have diked a portion of the upper salt 
marsh just south of the Little Quilcene River.  A road appears from the west and went 
through Mr. Such’s pasture, past barns or other farm buildings, and ended near the mouth 
of the Little Quilcene.  In 1859, the area near the Such farm was described simply as 
“brush” (Trutch 1859).  To the west of the Such farm in 1877, much of the section line 
that runs east-west through what is now the town of Quilcene was described as “fir, all 
logged off” (Jameson 1877).  A slough of 50 links wide (33 feet) was described in 1859 
along the north-south section line between the Big and Little Quilcene Rivers (Trutch 
1859).  At least one other large tidal channel was shown in the 1883 T sheet between the 
two rivers.  Also, along this north-south section line, “alder, etc.” was described growing 
along the riverbanks, and the soil “good” and “subject to total overflow” (Trutch 1859).  
The Big Quilcene River was 100 links (66 ft.) wide near its mouth where it crossed the 
north-south section line (Trutch 1859) in a location very near where the channel was in 
1883.  A patch of “brush” was described between the river and the tidal marsh.  The 
mouth of the Big Quilcene River where it met the tide flat was “in numerous channels” as 
described in September 1859, and in the same approximate location as shown in 1883.  
Just south of where the Big Quilcene River entered tidal marsh in 1883, a web of wide 
tidal channels are shown, none of which is shown to be a well-connected distributary to 
the main channel.  Possible diking of upper tidal marsh, and certainly clearing or 
conversion of marsh for pasture, is evident by 1883 to the south of the Big Quilcene 
River.  The east-west section line to the south of the Big Quilcene River was described in 
the 1877 GLO notes as “fir, all fire-killed” (Jameson 1877). 
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Figure 31.  1883 T sheet showing the Upper Quilcene Bay habitat complex.    
 
Both the Little Quilcene and Big Quilcene Rivers are shown as sinuous channels in their 
lower tidally-influenced reaches, in contrast to the straightened configuration we find 
today [the sinuosity of the lower river channels within tidal influence has decreased 
markedly since 1883, particularly in the Big Quilcene, from about 1.8 to 1.1 (calculations 
performed by Steve Todd, based on 1883 T sheet and 2000 WDNR orthophoto)], due to 
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extensive diking and channelization in recent decades, especially following World War II 
(see photos from 1939, 1942, 1957, and the Jefferson County CMZ study done by Bureau 
of Reclamation (Klawon 2004)). 
 
There are noticeable changes between the 1939 and 1957 air photos when we look at the 
mouth and upper tidal portion of Donovan Creek, and the tidal marshes surrounding the 
Little and Big Quilcene Rivers, and in the degree of progradation of the two Quilcene 
river deltas (Figures 32 and 33).  It appears that the crossing of the Donovan Creek mouth 
in 1939 (whether on pile or filled over with a culvert crossing) had not yet resulted in the 
filling in of the lower creek mouth.  The outline of the historical shoreline around the 
mouth is still very much evident in 1939 (Figure 32).  By 1957, however, a new road was 
evidently built, or at least it appears by then that riprap was used near the mouth of the 
creek, and the lower creek was filled in (Figure 33).  There is evidence of a small pier and 
possible log rafting in 1939 just east of the Donovan Creek mouth, and by the 1950s, a lot 
of piling, and log rafts are present at this site (USGS, Quilcene quadrangle; and 1957 air 
photo).  The west end of East Quilcene Road had been built sometime between 1939 and 
1942 (orthophoto), eliminating the bridge crossing evident in 1939 over the lower end of 
the Little Quilcene River.  A considerable loss or major alteration of tidal marsh habitat 
associated with lower Donovan Creek occurred with the construction of East Quilcene 
Road, which disconnected the main Donovan Creek channel from the southwest portion 
of its former tidal marsh.  Further alteration to this historical marsh came with the sea 
dike.  At the time this report went to press, a bridge span was being constructed to replace 
the culvert crossing at the mouth of Donovan Creek.  The dike between East Quilcene 
Road and the Little Quilcene River mouth is also likely to take place in the near future 
(Richard Brocksmith, personal communication).  Combined, these restoration actions are 
expected to result in an increase in tidal exchange and reconnection of tidal marsh 
habitat. 
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Figure 32.  1939 air photo of the Upper Quilcene Bay habitat complex.  Compare 
with Figures 31 (above) and 33 (below). 
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Figure 33.  1957 air photo of upper Quilcene Bay illustrating the seaward advance 
(i.e., progradation) of the Big Quilcene River mouth and additional habitat changes 
associated with river channelization, diking of tidal marsh, and filling [along the 
east shore (not visible in this image)] of intertidal habitat. 
 
Evidence of land use changes in lower Donovan Creek include channelization and 
attempts to drain wetland, primarily in the upper tidal portions along the west portion and 
in the lower east portion of the tidal marsh.  The 1939 air photo indicates that some sea 
diking may have been in place (possible remnants from the 1883 period), but the diking 
was not nearly as robust or effective as it appears by 1957.  By the time of the 1957 air 
photo, the main sea dikes associated with the Little Quilcene River and the sea dike to the 
south of the Big Quilcene River were definitely in place, and the tidally-influenced 
reaches of the river channels had also apparently been diked and/or channelized to some 
degree, as their sinuosities were greatly reduced from the 1883 period.   
 
Both lower riverbed aggradation (Collins 1993) and delta pro-gradation (Williams et al. 
1995) have been documented in the Big Quilcene River in recent decades.  Estimates 
show the Big Quilcene river mouth advanced seaward 1500 feet during the period 1947 
to 1990 (Williams et al. 1995).  From our cursory assessment of historical mapping from 
1883 and air photos from 1939, 1957, and 2000, it seems that the most accelerated rate of 
this river mouth advance in both the Little and Big Quilcene occurred between 1939 and 
1957 time steps, possibly associated in part with channelization of the lower river.  With 
lower river channel confinement through levees and bank armoring, sediment deposition 
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during flood events becomes more restricted to the lower river and channel mouth, rather 
than distributing much of the sediment to distributary and side channels or across the 
banks to the floodplain.  This was also a period of high rates of de-forestation and road-
building in the Big Quilcene watershed.  The Watershed Analysis concluded that the 
upper Quilcene watershed, including a major tributary Penny Creek, has seen a 13-fold 
increase in mass wasting, above the natural background rate (Mayte and Springer 1994).   
 
Our estimates show that nearly 24 hectares of historical tide flat habitat associated with 
the Upper Quilcene Bay habitat complex has been displaced by tidal marsh.  Almost 
another five hectares of former tide flat has been filled or converted to an upland plant 
community.  Much of the additional tidal marsh is the result of riverine and estuarine 
diking and progradation.  Based on an examination of the 1883 T sheet, the 1939, 1957, 
and more recent air photos, it appears that the prograding delta is not restricted to the 
river mouths, but it tends to be substantial in the large area of tidal marsh between the Big 
and Little Quilcene river mouths, as well as the cell of tidal marsh well south of the Big 
Quilcene River mouth (Figure 34).  This might suggest that upper Quilcene Bay, in 
general, is shallowing considerably, associated with increased sediment deposition and 
the re-working of these sediments out in the bay from tidal and wave action.     
 
Probably the most intact section of tidal marsh and associated channel habitat is the area 
between the Big and Little Quilcene river channels where some of the largest blind tidal 
channels in the habitat complex occur.  This area seems to have received the least amount 
of direct human modification.  The removal of the lower left bank dike along the Big 
Quilcene River in 2005 has now re-connected riverine processes with this tidal marsh 
system.   
 
Although our estimates of net changes since 1883 to tidal marsh and associated channel 
habitat in the Upper Quilcene Bay habitat complex (Table 8) indicate a substantial gain in 
this habitat type (~ 33%), the interpretation should be perceived with caution in terms of 
how this tidal marsh gain took place and where it tends to occur in the upper Quilcene 
Bay landscape.  Our historical estimate of tidal marsh habitat does not take into account 
that some losses of upper marsh may have already occurred as a result of diking by 1883, 
though we believe the overall losses were probably minimal at this time.  Also, the 
current day estimate includes a narrow fringe of salt marsh along the northeast section of 
Quilcene Bay, where evidently only very little salt marsh existed in 1883 (see discussion 
below regarding an interpretation of changes to these fringing salt marsh patches). 
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Table 8.  Summary of habitat changes to the Upper Quilcene Bay habitat 
complex, based on a comparison of the 1883 T sheet to current day air photo 
delineation. 

Habitat Type Area-Length (ha/ft) Change 
 Historical Today Area-Length Percent  
Spit (length) 970 ft 0 ft - 970 ft - 100 
Spit (area) 0.71 ha 0 ha - 0.71 ha - 100 
Tidal marsh and Channel 50.75 ha 72.34 ha + 21.59 ha + 43 
Lagoon 0.36 ha 0.39 ha + 0.03 ha + 8 
Tidal Flat 198.18 ha na * na  na 
Total (spit, marsh, lagoon)  51.82 ha 72.73 ha + 20.91 + 40 
* Current day surface area estimates of tidal flat habitat were not made because 
we felt that these estimates would not provide a valid comparison with the 
historical estimates of tidal flat that were derived from the T sheets, where the 
mean lower low water line (MLLW) was often interpolated from actual surveyed 
points.  

 
The loss or alteration of historical tidal marsh and tidal channel habitat in portions of the 
Upper Quilcene habitat complex, mainly through diking, draining, and roads, has 
evidently been more than off-set by a gain in marsh primarily as a result of pro-grading 
deltas in the case of the Little and Big Quilcene rivers.  Importantly, this gain mainly 
along the seaward edge of tidal marsh, has resulted in the displacement of higher 
elevation tidal flat habitat (Figure 34).  We did not assess historical changes in the mean 
lower low water line (MLLW) because we lack confidence in the historical demarcation 
of this line.  Therefore, it is difficult to assess historical changes in the overall areal extent 
of tidal flat habitat in upper Quilcene Bay, or for that matter, associated with any of the 
stream-deltas in our study area.  We recommend that such assessments take place at a 
number of stream-deltas in the study area, such as the Jay and Simenstad (1994) study of 
elevation changes in the Skokomish delta.  Such analyses can potentially reveal critical 
information about human-related modifications to sediment processes in upper 
watersheds and floodplains and how these process changes can translate to alterations in 
habitat function in our estuarine-deltas. 
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outlined brown areas indicate historical tide flat that has been converted to either 
tidal marsh, upland vegetation, or other fill).  Letters A – E on the map denote the 
locations of key features identified in the August-September 1859 or August 1877 
General Land Office Survey.  (A) “Mouth of (Big Quilcene) River … in numerous 
channels”, (B) “River 100 links (67 ft.) runs east”, (C) Going north, “slough 50 links 
(33 ft.) east and west, and enter grass bottom”.  The following was also described 
along this north-south section line between letters B, C, and E:  “Timber alder, etc. 
on banks of river.  Soil good, subject to total overflow”. (D) Going east, “enter salt 
marsh, east ¾ mile of section line fir all logged off” (August 1877), (E) “Creek 35 
links (23 ft.) runs east”.    
 
Other changes to the Upper Quilcene Bay habitat complex, outside of the river deltas, are 
worth mentioning.  Correa (2002) speculated that salt marsh (primarily Salicornia 
virginica) may be growing or advancing out in front of bulkheads along the east shoreline 
south of Donovan Creek.  We examined air photos of this location from 1939, and the 
WDOE oblique photos from 1977, 1994, and 2001.  Although the 1939 image is 
relatively poor compared with the modern sources, we see evidence of no or minimal salt 
marsh development along this shoreline in 1939.  Salt marsh is present by 1977, and by 
2001, it is growing in places where it was absent in 1977.  It is difficult to attribute the 
causes for this pattern to bulkheading alone because we were unable to compare shoreline 
sections that were bulkheaded with those that were not bulkheaded.  There is at least one 
incidence where it is possible that a shoreline resident has excluded salt marsh from the 
property by some means.  As we evidently find in the Hood Canal Hook sub-region, 
areas that have been diked or bulkheaded off lose tidal prism and sediment begins to 
accrete in these places, allowing for the development of salt marsh where it did not occur 
before.  This appears particularly common in relatively low wave energy environments 
such as upper Dabob Bay and parts of the Hook. 
 
Opposite the bay from where the Big Quilcene River channel enters tide flat is an area 
along the eastern shoreline of Quilcene Bay that has been heavily modified, mainly for 
log storage, during the past 50-70 years.  This location obviously became popular for log 
storage and rafts sometime between 1939 (air photo) and the early 1950s (USGS, 
Quilcene quadrangle).  By the time of the 1977 oblique air photo (and probably much 
earlier), this site had been heavily filled for storing logs and loading onto barges (Figure 
35).  Some of the fill was removed in the 1990s; however, two new homes have now 
been constructed on this fill since 2001, and it is likely that the additional lots will be 
developed soon.  The amount of tide flat filled associated with this old log storage area is 
about 1.6 hectares covering a linear shoreline distance of nearly 1000 feet.  We estimate 
that the fill currently extends out 40 to 120 meters beyond high water.  The amount of fill 
during the peak of its operation (perhaps 1950s-1980s?) would have been substantially 
greater than the 1.6 ha that remains.  The potential impact of this filling and log storage 
activity on tide flats, eelgrass beds, and shellfish habitat, could be pronounced.  A 
considerable amount of shallow water migration corridor habitat for juvenile salmonids 
could be recovered through the removal of the remaining fill. 
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Figure 35.  WDOE 1977 oblique photo showing log storage and fill along east shore 
of Quilcene Bay, opposite the Big Quilcene River.  This site is no longer used for log 
storage, but considerable fill of intertidal habitat remains.  Two new homes have 
been built on this fill during the past few years. 
 
In sum, major modifications have been made to the Upper Quilcene Bay complex.  
Stream sediment transport and deposition processes have been significantly affected in 
the lower river and tidal portions of the rivers, and tidal erosion processes have been 
impaired by several dike systems that have been in place for many decades.  In particular, 
progradation of the Big and Little Quilcene river deltas has displaced historical tidal flat 
habitat and reduced the connectivity of these channels with their associated estuary.  The 
sinuosity of the lower river channels within tidal influence has decreased markedly since 
1883.  Connectivity of riverine channels with tidal marsh and tidal channels has been 
greatly compromised, by East Quilcene Road and a dike in Donovan Creek and by lower 
river channel and floodplain modification and sea dikes in the Little and Big Quilcene 
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rivers.  Much of the former tidal marsh could be recovered by removal or set-back of sea 
dikes; however, connectivity of riverine and distributary channel habitats with adjacent 
tidal marsh habitat is not likely unless the lack of lower river channel complexity and 
existing floodplain modifications are addressed through removal or setback of revetments 
and levees, particularly in the Big and Little Quilcene systems.     
 
Relative Condition 
 
Although tidal marsh habitat has probably shown a net gain in surface area since 
historical times, the overall connectivity of the historical and newly-emerged tidal marsh 
is considered impaired, if not severely impaired, by the presence of sea dikes and roads 
(“direct” changes), and by watershed contributions of sediment, lower river 
channelization (“indirect” changes), and delta progradation.  Because of the critical loss 
of historical connectivity between riverine and tidal marsh habitat, we consider the Upper 
Quilcene habitat complex “Moderately Impaired”.   
 
Habitat Complex:  Indian George Creek 
Complex Type:  Spit/marsh 
 
Physical Description 
 
The 1883 T sheet shows a stream entering a small, protected lagoon and tidal marsh 
partly enclosed by a spit.  A second spit and lagoon were located immediately south, and 
an elongated tidal marsh separated by a spit occurred even further south.  The mouth of 
Indian George Creek was oriented north and entered near the north end of the complex, 
breaching the spit (Figure 36).  These spits all project north, and were formed by 
alongshore sediment transport and deposition from the south (see Dabob Bay sub-region 
map, Figure 1).   
 
Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
Significant alterations have occurred to this habitat complex since 1883 (Table 9 and 
Figure 36). 
 

Table 9.  Summary of habitat changes to the Indian George Creek habitat 
complex, based on a comparison of the 1883 T sheet to current day air photo 
delineation. 

Habitat Type Area-Length (ha/ft) Change 
 Historical Today Area-Length Percent 
Spit (length) 2220 ft 0 ft * - 2220 ft - 100 * 
Spit (area) 1.22 ha 0 ha * - 1.22 ha - 100 * 
Tidal marsh 2.81 ha 1.46 ha - 1.35 ha - 48 
Tidal lagoon 1.49 ha 0.11 ha - 1.38 ha  - 92 
Total (spit, tidal marsh, lagoon) 5.52 ha 1.57 ha - 3.95 ha - 72 

    * Portions of the underlying spit are still present, though developed over.   
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Figure 36.  1883 T sheet (at left) and 2000 WDNR orthophoto (at right) showing 
changes to the Indian George Creek habitat complex in Dabob Bay. 
 
A 1939 air photo seems to show few direct human changes to the spit and marsh features.  
A railroad trestle is evident and perhaps some associated structures near the base of the 
spit and extending south.  By the early 1950s, the Boat Haven Marina had been built at 
the base of the historical spit, resulting in obliteration of the upper tidal marsh, and filling 
over the intertidal (USGS, Quilcene quadrangle).  Linger Longer Road and a landing strip 
north of the marina also helped eliminate more of the upper marsh and tidal channels by 
the 1950s.  Several houses evident by this time probably resulted in minimal loss of tidal 
marsh.  Otherwise, Indian George Creek exited the marsh in the 1950s in generally the 
same location as in 1883.  By 1957, two projections of fill had been placed just north of 
the Indian George spit.  Most of the fill associated with these projections has recently 
(2001?) been removed as part of a habitat restoration project (see Correa 2002).  At the 
time of the 1977 oblique photo, much of the former spit and tidal marsh had been 
developed for homes, and lower Indian George Creek is shown channelized directly east 
rather than through its narrow historical lagoon to the north.  Additional homes were built 
along the former spit between 1977 and 1994.  Today, the channel again enters open 
nearshore waters near the location of its 1883 mouth, though the former tip of the spit 
was removed or has been eroded. 
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Prior to construction of the Quilcene Boat Haven Marina, the Indian George Creek spits 
probably represented the terminus of a south-to-north drift cell.  The 1939 air photo 
indicates that the spits resembled the configurations found in the 1883 T sheet.  When the 
marina was built probably in the early 1950s, it filled out over much of the intertidal and 
created a major obstruction to sediment transport to the Indian George Creek spits further 
north.  The 1957 air photo still shows the northern-most spit, though by 1977, it appears 
to be eroding away.  The marina now marks the modern day end of this drift cell.  The 
historical spits have now either been completely built on or their tips have eroded away 
near the location of the mouth of Indian George Creek.  Nearly the entire spit has been 
bulkheaded and considerable filling over of the intertidal has occurred particularly near 
the base of the spit associated with the marina and buildings immediately north of the 
marina.  In contrast, drift cell modifications south of the marina are very few (<2% 
bulkheaded) (Hirschi et al. 2003).  An extended line of piling exists where an abandoned 
railroad ran just off shore (first indication in 1939 air photo, by 1953 USGS Quilcene 
quadrangle map, it is shown as “abandoned”, and visible in more recent air photos).  It is 
not known when this suspended railroad was constructed, but the piling potentially 
impacted sediment delivery to the shoreline by dampening wave action, as well as the 
transport of sediment to the north. 
 
Watershed-scale impacts have likely had a profound effect on sedimentation at the mouth 
of Indian George Creek.  A recent Watershed Analysis estimates a 13-fold increase in 
mass wasting above the natural rate in the Indian George Creek watershed, related 
primarily to forestry and roads (Mayte and Springer 1994).   
 
Relative Condition 
 
Based on the considerable loss of historical tidal marsh, lagoon, and spit features, and 
impaired overall connectivity of remaining habitat, we rated the Indian George Creek 
complex as “Severely Impaired”.  Habitat changes are the result of both direct (i.e., fill) 
and indirect (i.e., upstream on Indian George Creek related to forestry activities and up-
drift, particularly associated with the marina near the south end of the historical spit) 
impacts. 
 
Habitat Complex:  Point Whitney Lagoon 
Complex Type:  Spit/marsh 
 
Physical Description 
 
The 1883 T sheet shows a tidal lagoon partly enclosed by a spit, and a small stream enters 
at the head of the lagoon (Figure 37).  The GLO surveyors from 1859 are in agreement 
with the configuration of the lagoon and description of “sand spit” (Trutch 1859).  The 
Point Whitney Lagoon complex occurs at the convergence of drift cells from the north 
and south, though it appears that the spit is formed primarily by sediment transport from 
the south (Figure 1).   
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Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
Our next historical view is from the 1939 air photo, which seems to show no apparent 
major changes, except a road accessed the uplands to the west of the lagoon.  By the early 
1950s, the State Shellfish Laboratory was in place near the base of the spit, and a 
causeway had been built across the lagoon near the mouth (USGS, Quilcene quadrangle).  
Whether there was a piped connection under the causeway at that time is unknown, but 
the causeway certainly would have impaired connectivity throughout most of the lagoon.  
By 1977, the causeway had been eliminated and a north dike had been constructed that 
now divides the lagoon into east and west parts (Figure 37).  The dike across the lagoon 
supported a shellfish hatchery that is no longer in operation (Neil Harrington, written 
communication).  Filling of the upper intertidal along the spit had taken place by 1977.  
The spit was completely converted to a parking lot sometime between 1977 and 1994.  
Currently, the lagoon appears to impound water even during lower tides.  It is unknown 
whether this was the case historically, although it is likely that it has always been a fairly 
deepwater lagoon, as the T sheet surveyors did not map salt marsh growing in the inner 
lagoon (except at the base of the spit) where one typically finds salt marsh (Table 10).  
We do find fringing salt marsh in the lagoon today, possible evidence that with the 
alterations to the lagoon over the past 50+ years, the lagoon is filling in with sediment. 
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Figure 37.  1883 T sheet (top) and WDNR 2000 orthophoto (bottom) of the Point 
Whitney Lagoon habitat complex, Dabob Bay.  The historical spit has been 
completely built over to provide parking, and much of the lagoon has been divided 
by a dike system that once supported the State Shellfish Laboratory. 

 
Table 10.  Summary of habitat changes to the Point Whitney Lagoon habitat 
complex, based on a comparison of the 1883 T sheet to current day air photo 
delineation. 

Habitat Type Area-Length (ha/ft) Change 
 Historical Today Area-Length Percent  
Spit (length) 730 ft 0 ft * - 730 ft - 100 * 
Spit (area) 0.57 ha 0 ha * - 0.57 ha - 100 * 
Salt marsh ~ 0.03 ha 0.11 ha + 0.08 ha + 267 
Lagoon 3.47 ha 2.47 ha - 1.00 ha  - 29 
Total (salt marsh, lagoon) 4.04 ha 2.58 ha - 1.46 ha - 36 

 * Underlying spit still exists, though it has been completely built over 
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Drift cell impairment to the north and south of Point Whitney is minimal.  Only about 2% 
of the drift cell, including the divergence zone, to the north of Point Whitney, has been 
bulkheaded, and less than 5% of the drift cell to the south has been bulkheaded (Hirschi 
et al. 2003).  Most of the drift cell impacts occur on the spit itself, which is bulkheaded or 
filled over. 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Based on the loss of lagoon and spit habitat, and impaired overall connectivity, we 
consider the Point Whitney Lagoon complex to be “Moderately Impaired”.  Habitat 
changes are primarily the result of direct impacts (i.e., fill and diking). 
 
Habitat Complex:  South Whitney Marsh 
Complex Type:  Spit/marsh 
 
Physical Description 
 
This small depressional marsh was shown in the 1883 T sheet as a spit/berm conforming 
to the shoreline and completely enclosing salt marsh and a tiny lagoon at the base of a 
narrow draw from the uplands (Figure 38).  Historical channel connectivity to the 
backshore marsh was probably rare, and it likely occurs only rarely today.  Freshwater 
inputs to the marsh are unknown though at least seasonal flows potentially enter through 
the drainage directly behind the marsh. 
 

 

marsh and lagoon 

Figure 38.  1883 T sheet showing the tiny South Whitney Marsh complex.  Steep 
unvegetated bluff shorelines are shown to the north and south of this habitat 
complex. 
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Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
Estimating surface area changes to such a small habitat complex is tenuous at best.  
Though few direct historical changes are evident today compared with the 1883 T sheet, 
almost all of the change occurs in the spit feature itself (Table 11).  It is possible that the 
spit has narrowed and become less stable over time, though we lack the information to 
substantiate this claim.  The uplands to the north of the marsh have been developed for a 
number of homes now, beginning sometime after 1977, and additional clearing is taking 
place.  Stormwater impacts, particularly sediment, from this development of roads, 
driveways, and clearing on the marsh are unknown.  It also appears from the 2001 
oblique photo that a tidal channel or a stream draining the uplands now courses along the 
far south part of the marsh (Figure 39).  In recent air photos, an upslope road is evident 
that probably crosses the draw and provides access to another home to the south of the 
marsh. 
 

Table 11.  Summary of habitat changes to the South Whitney Marsh habitat 
complex, based on a comparison of the 1883 T sheet to current day air photo 
delineation. 

Habitat Type Area-Length (ha/ft) Change 
 Historical Today Area-Length Percent 
Spit (length) 650 ft 445 ft - 205 ft - 32  
Spit (area) 0.49 ha 0.13 ha - 0.36 ha - 73 
Salt marsh 0.23 ha 0.25 ha + 0.02 ha + 9 
Lagoon 0.02 ha 0.04 ha + 0.02 ha  + 100 
Total (spit, salt marsh, lagoon) 0.74 ha 0.42 ha - 0.32 ha - 43 
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Figure 39.  2001 WDOE oblique photo of the South Whitney Marsh complex.  Note 
recent development of the uplands above the marsh and a channel-type feature 
along the south (far left) boundary of the marsh that appears to originate near the 
base of a draw and extends to the open water. 
 
Net shoreline sediment drift affecting South Whitney Marsh is south to north (see Figure 
1), and less than 5% of this drift cell is bulkheaded with few additional human 
modifications (Hirschi et al. 2003).  
 
Relative Condition 
 
Based on relatively few indications of habitat alteration, we consider the South Whitney 
Marsh complex to be “Moderately Impaired”. 
 
Habitat Complex:  Jackson Marsh 
Complex Type:  Spit/marsh 
 
Physical Description 
 
Jackson Marsh occurs in a semi-protected cove in the northeast section of Jackson Cove, 
exposed to southerly waves.  The 1883 T sheet shows a relatively broad grassland berm 
separating a tidally isolated lagoon (0.34 ha) and small salt marsh (0.2 ha) patch at the far 
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north end of the lagoon.  No evidence of surface connectivity or freshwater inputs exist 
from the historical record (Figure 40). 
 

 

Spencer Ck Jackson 
Marsh 

Marple/Jackson Ck

Figure 40.  1883 T sheet of the Jackson Cove habitat complexes, including Jackson 
Marsh, Spencer Creek, and Marple/Jackson Creek. 
 
Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
It appears that the wetland features described in the 1883 T sheet may have since been 
largely replaced by upland vegetation, though this needs to be investigated in the field as 
some of the vegetation still appears to be of wetland type.  By the early 1950s, the site 
was adjacent to or owned by the Boy Scouts, and known as Camp Parsons.  Several 
cabins, roads, and trails occurred in the uplands, and one trail or crude road approached 
the marsh.  The 1957 air photo does not indicate a lagoon, but a marsh and berm with 
driftwood are present.  More recent air photos suggest that grassland and forest may be 
filling in the north part of the former marsh and the lagoon is no longer present.  The 
causes for these changes are unknown, and a field investigation is warranted.   
 
Most of Jackson Cove is considered to have no appreciable net sediment drift (Figure 1).  
Riprap shoreline armoring has been in place at least since 1994 to the immediate west of 
the Jackson Marsh, associated with Camp Parsons (oblique photos)(Figure 41).  About 
15% of the shoreline in this littoral cell has been armored (Hirschi et al. 2003). 
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Figure 41.  2001 WDOE oblique photo of the Jackson Marsh habitat complex 
located just right of center.  Though the former lagoon is lost, some salt marsh may 
still exist, though it appears that upland grasses and forest vegetation may be 
replacing the former marsh. 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Based on complete loss of the historical lagoon feature and at least considerable, if not 
entire, loss of salt marsh habitat, we consider the Jackson Marsh habitat complex 
“Severely Impaired”.     
       
Habitat Complex:  Spencer Creek 
Complex Type:  Stream-delta 
 
Physical Description 
 
Spencer Creek enters a narrow semi-protected embayment in Jackson Cove, and it 
supports a very limited estuary.  The 1883 T sheet indicates a small tidal flat and no tidal 
marsh (Figure 40).  In November 1871, Spencer Creek was 10 links (6.6 ft.) wide at its 
mouth (Morgan 1871).   
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Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
By 1977, tidal marsh is certainly apparent growing out on the delta flats, and still exists 
today (0.29 ha).  By at least the early 1950s (USGS, Seabeck quadrangle), a road crossed 
the mouth of the stream, and by 1957 (air photo), another road is shown crossing the 
stream not far upstream of the road crossing at the mouth.  The road crossing and culvert 
at the mouth is by far the most obvious direct impact on the Spencer Creek estuary, 
affecting the way fluvial sediments are moved to the estuary, and aggrading the channel 
bed upstream of the road (Steve Todd, personal observation).  In addition, the roadbed 
itself has probably resulted in the filling of former tidal flat habitat at the mouth of the 
creek (Figure 42). 
 

 
Figure 42.  1994 WDOE oblique photo of the Spencer Creek delta, showing tidal 
marsh where it did not exist according to the 1883 T sheet. 
 
Watershed logging-related activities have likely affected sediment and large woody 
debris loading to the lower stream and delta as well.  The Watershed Analysis estimated a 
2.6 to 13-fold increase in mass wasting above the natural rate in the Spencer Creek 
watershed (Mayte and Springer 1994).  A patch of the highly invasive plant commonly 
known as knotweed (Polygonum spp.) was observed growing just downstream of the road 
at the stream mouth in May 2005 (Steve Todd, personal observation). 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Although tidal marsh has been gained at this site since historical times, it has resulted in 
displacement of tidal flat habitat.  Overall habitat connectivity has likely been impaired 
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by the road crossing and culvert at the mouth of the creek, which affects sediment 
transport and deposition patterns in the small estuary.  The road also may affect tidal 
exchange at its upper extent.  For these reasons, we consider the Spencer Creek habitat 
complex to be “Moderately Impaired”. 
  
Habitat Complex:  Marple/Jackson Creek 
Complex Type:  Stream-delta 
 
Physical Description 
 
Marple/Jackson Creek is a steep stream that has deposited a small deltaic fan along the 
west shore of Jackson Cove.  In November 1871, the creek was 10 links (6.6 ft.) wide at 
its mouth (Morgan 1871), and a small patch (0.58 ha) of tidal marsh was shown in the 
1883 T sheet (Figure 40).   
 
Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
The lower reach of Marple/Jackson Creek has become developed for residential use in 
recent decades.  An air photo from 1957 shows the lower stream valley prior to large-
scale development for homes.  No development is apparent immediately upstream of the 
road, although some clearing and minimal development is evident downstream of the 
road.  Certainly by 1977 (oblique photo), the floodplain had been highly modified, and 
the former upper tidal marsh had likely been filled (Figure 43).  The lower stream reach 
appears to have been moved to the far south part of its floodplain, and armored or leveed 
to protect adjacent property from flooding.  Fill is evident to the immediate south of the 
stream mouth by 1994.  The pattern of tidal marsh in 1977 resembles in general the 
pattern found in the 1883 T sheet.  Today, the marsh appears fragmented into south and 
north patches, the stream channel splitting the two cells, and it may be that there is less 
tidal marsh today than appeared in 1977 and in 1994.  Still, we estimate more than double 
the amount of tidal marsh in 2000 (1.39 ha) than shown in the 1883 T sheet.  Upstream of 
the mouth, it is estimated that mass wasting has increased 1.6 to 2.6-fold above the 
natural rate, 90% of this mass wasting related to roads (Mayte and Springer 1994). 
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Figure 43.  2001 WDOE oblique photo of the Marple/Jackson Creek habitat 
complex. 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Despite a doubling of tidal marsh associated with the delta fan, this gain of marsh has 
come at a cost to tidal flat habitat.  In fact, some of the historical upper tidal marsh habitat 
has been filled over associated with housing development.  In addition, overall 
connectivity has been impaired within the lower stream reach by the disconnection of the 
stream channel from its former floodplain and probably by truncated tidal exchange at the 
upper end of tidal extent.  For these reasons, we rated the Marple/Jackson Creek complex 
as “Moderately Impaired”. 
 
Habitat Complex:  Smart Cove Marsh 
Complex Type:  Spit/marsh 
 
Physical Description 
 
Smart Cove Marsh consists of a tidally-connected lagoon and marsh complex partly 
separated by a grassland spit, and an adjacent smaller fringing salt marsh to the 
immediate east (conveniently referred to respectively as West and East Smart Cove).  A 
freshwater drainage is evident in modern air photos entering the northern end of the 
lagoon. 
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Description of Historical Habitat Changes 
 
Encroachment and fill have resulted in the loss of tidal wetland habitat at Smart Cove 
Marsh (Table 12).  Even the 1883 T sheet shows a road adjacent to the west side of salt 
marsh (Figure 44).  A 1957 air photo indicates that the historical extent of tidal marsh 
was still intact, although the East Smart Cove marsh (0.22 ha in 1883) had been partly 
filled for two houses.  By 1977, a large portion of the West Smart Cove salt marsh was 
filled for a crude road access and parking, and the remainder of the East Smart Cove 
marsh had been filled and developed for a couple of additional houses (Figure 45).  Also 
by the 1970s, it appears that the left bank of the tidal channel had been hardened and 
bank armoring had started to the east of the mouth in front of East Smart Cove.  
Driftwood now covers fringing marsh along the north edge of the tidal lagoon, and 
invasive non-native vegetation (particularly Scotch broom, Cytisus scoparius) appears to 
be establishing around the perimeter of the lagoon and marsh.  A small stream drains into 
the lagoon from a large pasture to the north.  Tidal connectivity between the tidal lagoon 
and channel remains functional, though some concern has been expressed that marine 
sediment recruitment to the lagoon is building salt marsh, which may be an unstable 
condition that reduces tidal prism (Randy Johnson, personal communication cited in 
Correa 2002). 
 

Table 12.  Summary of habitat changes to the Smart Cove Marsh habitat 
complex, based on a comparison of the 1883 T sheet with a current day 
habitat delineation. 

Habitat Type Area-Length (ha/ft) Change 
 Historical Today Area-Length Percent 
Spit (length) 790 ft  880 ft * + 90 ft + 11 
Spit (area) 0.58 ha ** 0.29 ha  - 0.29 ha - 50 
Tidal marsh 1.83 ha 0.82 ha - 1.01 ha - 55 
Tidal lagoon 2.68 ha 2.46 ha - 0.22 ha  - 8 
Total (spit, tidal marsh, lagoon) 4.76 ha 3.57 ha - 1.19 ha - 25 

 * Associated with West Smart Cove Marsh 
** Historical and current day estimates of spit area include both West and East 
Smart Cove spits. 
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Figure 44.  1883 T sheet (at left) and 2000 WDNR orthophoto (at right) showing 
habitat changes to the Smart Cove Marsh habitat complex. 
 
A relatively short (668 m) drift cell (JE-23) along the east side of Smart Cove is 13.6% 
bulkheaded, and the south to north drift cell that originates at the Dosewallips River delta 
has been 17% bulkheaded, much of it occurring just south of Smart Cove and associated 
with fill below ordinary high water (Hirschi et al. 2003).  Also, a number of stairways 
occur along this drift cell between the Dosewallips and Smart Cove.  It is unknown how 
much these shoreline modifications located up-drift of Smart Cove Marsh may be 
impairing sediment processes that might affect the stability of the Smart Cove Marsh spit. 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Despite substantial loss of tidal marsh habitat, including the complete loss of the East 
Smart Cove marsh, the tidal lagoon with its surface connectivity and most of the spit 
remain largely intact, resulting in a relative condition rating for this habitat complex of 
“Moderately Impaired.”  Not only have changes resulted from direct impacts, due to 
filling, indirect impacts are also potentially occurring because of up-drift shoreline 
armoring and filling that may be leading to spit de-stabilization, upslope effects 
degrading water quality in the lagoon and marsh, and sedimentation impacts from storm 
drainage. 
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Figure 45.  2001 WDOE oblique photo of the Smart Cove Marsh habitat complex.  
Note the level of encroachment by Highway 101, buildings, filling of west side of 
tidal marsh and complete loss of East Smart Cove Marsh for residential 
development in the right part of the image. 
 
Habitat Complex:  Turner Creek 
Complex Type:  Stream-delta 
 
Turner Creek is a small steep stream that enters a steep rocky shoreline along Hood 
Canal.  The estuary is almost non-existent, although deltaic sediments appear in recent air 
photos.  The November 1871 GLO notes measured the width of Turner Creek at 15 links 
(10 ft.) at its mouth and at about 2000 feet upstream from the mouth (Morgan 1871).  The 
1883 T sheet indicates a log chute from the uplands to Hood Canal about 450 feet north 
of the mouth of the creek. 
 
The most obvious direct impact to this stream-delta is the fill from Highway 101 at the 
mouth (Figure 46).  Upstream logging activities and lower watershed development 
potentially contribute excessive sediment to the channel and the delta (see USFS 1999 
Dosewallips Watershed Analysis; Correa 2003). 
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Figure 46.  May 2001 WDOE oblique photo of the Turner Creek stream-delta 
complex.  Note filling of the creek mouth by Highway 101 and considerable clearing 
and road network in the steep lower stream reach. 
 
Relative Condition 
 
Based primarily on filling at its mouth associated with Highway 101 and susceptibility to 
high mass wasting and sedimentation, we consider the Turner Creek stream-delta 
complex to be “Severely Impaired”. 
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